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ABSTRACT
Semantic metadata models such as Brick, RealEstateCore, Project
Haystack, and BOT promise to simplify and lower the cost of developing software for smart buildings, enabling the widespread
deployment of energy efficiency applications. However, creating
these models remains a challenge. Despite recent advances in creating models from existing digital representations like point labels
and architectural models, there is still no feedback mechanism to
ensure that the human input to these methods results in a model
that can actually support the desired software.
In this paper, we introduce the notion of semantic sufficiency,
a practical principle for semantic metadata model creation that
asserts that a model is “finished” when it contains the metadata
necessary to support a given set of applications. To support semantic sufficiency, we design a standard representation for capturing
application metadata requirements and a templating system for
generating common metadata model components with limited user
input. We then construct an iterative model creation workflow that
integrates metadata requirements to direct the model creation effort,
and present several novel optimizations that increase the model
utility while minimizing the effort by a human operator. These
new abstractions for model creation and validation lower model
development costs and ensure the utility of the resulting model,
thus facilitating the adoption of intelligent building applications.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Information systems applications;
Ontologies; Retrieval tasks and goals.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The digitization of the built environment will enable a wide array of
intelligent, data-driven applications — including model predictive
control, predictive maintenance, and fault detection and diagnosis —
but will also require confronting new data management challenges.
In particular, the increasing prevalence of digital control and monitoring systems in buildings means more data is available about
buildings than ever before [13]. However, the effective use of that
data is impeded by (1) the heterogeneity of the building stock and
(2) the lack of standardized descriptions of buildings and the data
they produce [7].
Semantic metadata models have emerged to address this need.
Graph-based models such as Brick [5], RealEstateCore [18], Building Topology Ontology (BOT) [30], and the proposed ASHRAE
Standard 223P [4] use graph-based data models to capture rich,
formal descriptions of buildings: their architecture, the structure
and composition of their subsystems, and the data they produce.
Other building metadata models like Google Digital Buildings [8]
and Project Haystack [2] capture similar building characteristics.
These metadata models are shown to reduce development time for
many different kinds of applications for buildings [28]. In platforms
like Mortar [16], Energon [19], and the DataClearingHouse [3],
applications query metadata models to configure themselves for
execution on a particular building. This reduces the amount of manual configuration necessary. While use of these models is growing
across industry, academia, and regulatory sectors, creating metadata
models remains a barrier to their widespread adoption.
Prior work has explored techniques for producing metadata
models from existing digital representations such as building management system (BMS) points [10, 20], building information models
(BIM) [22], and others [15]. While these efforts all help to automate
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the model authoring process, they omit the crucial feedback of
whether or not the produced model is actually useful: in short, how
does one know when a building metadata model is “done?” To date,
there has been no effort to align the effort of creating a metadata
model to the needs of downstream applications.
In this work, we introduce and formalize the notion of semantic
sufficiency, a principle for model creation stating that a model is
“complete” when it contains enough semantic metadata to support a
desired suite of applications. We show how the metadata requirements of applications can be represented in a structured and formal
manner using shapes. We also introduce the idea of templates that
automate the creation of common patterns in metadata models. We
then show how templates and shapes can inform the creation of
a building metadata model to both reduce required input from a
human operator and ensure that the resulting model supports all
of the intended applications. To wit, the contributions of this paper
are:
• introduction and formalization of semantic sufficiency (§3), a
practical principle for metadata model creation
• design and implementation of shapes (§3) and templates
(§4) for capturing application requirements and automating model creation, respectively
• a novel algorithm for incremental model creation (§5)
• an open-source reference implementation of the above (§7)
We also demonstrate the utility of the proposed approach in a case
study implementing high-performance sequences of operations
on a public reference building (§6). Although the examples and
evaluations in this paper focus on the Brick ontology, none of the
techniques or contributions above are specific to Brick — they will
work on any Resource Description Framework (RDF) [23]-based
ontology including RealEstateCore [18], ASHRAE 223P [4] and
BOT [30].

2

BACKGROUND AND PRIOR WORK

Semantic metadata models are digital representations of buildings,
their components and their data; these can be expressed naturally
as graphs. Graphs are effective for capturing the composition and
topology of building systems, which tend to be complex and highly
inter-related [14]. Many of these graphs are built with the RDF
standard, which is an expressive and flexible data model standard
for describing directed, labeled graphs. Graphs can be structured
according to ontologies, which are formal descriptions of knowledge
domains. Ontologies provide structure through formal logic axioms
that ensure the statements in the graph have computationally interpretable meanings (i.e. “semantics”). Examples of contemporary semantic metadata models for buildings include Brick [5], RealEstateCore [18], BOT [30] and ASHRAE 223P [4]. Other metadata models
like Google Digital Buildings [8] and Project Haystack [2] are built
on bespoke rather than standard technologies, but can be exported
to RDF graphs.
Automating the creation of building metadata models is a critical
feature due to the size and complexity of building subsystems. Initial approaches focused on applying active learning techniques to
parse unstructured labels in building management systems (BMS)
to order to infer the types of sensors and other I/O points [10, 20].
These techniques struggle to infer basic relationships between the
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points and other devices in the building [24]. Other work has leveraged existing, structured, digital representations of buildings such
as building information models [15, 22]. These techniques often
have trouble accurately determining system topology and composition due to the variability in how these formats are applied in
practice. As a result, there is still a need for human input both in disambiguating ad-hoc labels and descriptors, as well as determining
which elements of large digital models are the most helpful.
The use of external constraints to inform the creation of a digital
model has been established in the built environment literature, and
is already used by several existing projects. BuildingSync uses XML
schema documents to define what fields are required for different
kinds of energy audits [25]. Model View Definitions in Industry
Foundation Classes (IFC) define the subset of a building information
model that must exist to enable certain kinds of applications. [27]
uses the Shapes Constraint Language (SHACL) to validate a linked
data model for particular building use cases (such as for the BOT
ontology). Reasonable Ontology Templates (OTTR) [32] is a recently
developed templating mechanism for authoring ontologies and
semantic metadata models; we will investigate the use of OTTR in
future work.

3

SEMANTIC SUFFICIENCY

A key concern when developing a semantic metadata model of a
building is knowing when that model is “complete”. We contend
that the traditional notion of “completeness” – modeling all possible
assets, data sources, components and relationships in a building –
is intractable in most settings for two reasons. First, this metadata
may simply be unavailable. Building subsystems are large, complex,
and have many components, yet much of this detail is unavailable
in brownfield settings where the only reliable sources of metadata
are BMS graphics and point lists. Second, because there are innumerable perspectives of a building that can be modeled, metadata
representations may be unbounded in their complexity, forcing
developers to wade through thousands of unrelated statements to
find the information they need. These motivate the need for a new
guiding principle for semantic model creation.
To this end, we propose and formalize semantic sufficiency, a
definition of “completeness” for semantic model creation that minimizes model creation effort and maximizes the utility of the produced model. Semantic sufficiency holds that a semantic model is
“complete” when it contains sufficient information to support the
configuration and execution of a predetermined set of applications.
With this principle, we seek to formalize results from prior work
that finds only a subset of all building points are required for many
common data-driven applications [9, 10, 31].
To formalize semantic sufficiency, we must be able to specify
application requirements and verify that a model satisfies those
requirements. We begin by presenting a formalism for defining
RDF-based metadata models and constraints over those models,
then apply this formalism to defining application requirements.

3.1

Preliminaries

For simplicity, we restrict the definition of semantic metadata models to those that are defined using the RDF data model [23]. The
RDF model defines a directed, labeled graph as a set of 3-element
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@prefix brick: <https://brickschema.org/schema/Brick#> .
@prefix ex: <urn:bldg#> .
ex:vav1 a
brick:VAV ;
brick:hasPoint ex:safs1, ex:sats1, ex:zts1, ex:co2s1 ;
brick:hasPart ex:vdmp1 ;
brick:feeds ex:zone1 .
ex:safs1
a
brick:Supply_Air_Flow_Sensor .
ex:sats1
a
brick:Supply_Air_Temperature_Sensor .
ex:zts1
a
brick:Zone_Air_Temperature_Sensor .
ex:co2s1
a brick:CO2_Sensor .
ex:vdmp1
a brick:Damper ;
brick:hasPoint ex:dmppos1 .
ex:dmppos1 a brick:Damper_Position_Command .
ex:zone1
a brick:HVAC_Zone ;
brick:hasPart
ex:room1, ex:room2 .
ex:room1
a brick:Room ;
brick:hasPoint ex:co2s1 .

Figure 1: A Brick model defining a variable air volume box
and its relationship to a zone and constituent room.

Figure 2: A graphical representation of the Brick model in
Figure 1. Bold, white nodes are entities in the building whose
types are given by classes (solid colored nodes).
statements called triples. Together, these statements constitute a
digital representation of the building and its components. A triple
𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 is a 3-tuple (𝑠𝑢𝑏 𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡, 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝑜𝑏 𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡) — also written (𝑠, 𝑝, 𝑜)
— stating the relationship (predicate) that a subject node has to a
object node. A graph 𝐺 can be expressed as a set of triples:
𝐺 = {𝑡 : 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 }
See [23] for a more complete description of RDF.
Figure 1 contains a textual representation of a Brick model; Figure 2 illustrates the graph described by these triples. The structure
of these models is informed not only by the characteristics and
components of a building, but also by the ontology used. We focus
on ontologies built with the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [6] or
SHACL [1]. A full tutorial on these languages is beyond the scope
of the paper, but it is sufficient to know that an ontology is a formal
encoding of domain knowledge into types, constraints, properties,
and rules that can be computationally verified.

3.2

Application Requirements

To scope the discussion of how to specify application requirements,
we first synthesize a generic definition of applications that incorporate semantic metadata. An application is a piece of software
that accesses or queries a metadata model of a building in order
to configure its operation, retrieve data, and discover actuatable
resources. Our definition borrows from prior building application
literature [16, 19, 21, 33] and encompasses a wide-range of existing
building-related software such as (automated) fault detection and
diagnosis, sequences of operation, measurement and verification,
and building energy modeling.
A specification of required metadata — a manifest — must therefore capture a description of what the application expects to be
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present in the model. Manifests may be composed from many
sources, including customer specifications, regulatory requirements,
industry recommendations, and equipment specification (spec)
sheets. Formally, a manifest 𝑀 is a function that takes a model 𝐺
as an argument and returns true or false if the model satisfies the
predicates encoded in the manifest:
𝑀 (𝐺) → {true, false}, 𝐺 ′
If the check returns false, a manifest can also return optional metadata 𝐺 ′ (specifically, a SHACL validation report as defined in [1])
specifying what is deficient about the model. Our incremental model
creation algorithm (§5) uses this metadata to generate an efficient
plan for creating a semantically sufficient semantic metadata.
There are two ways of structuring the manifest: query-oriented
and shape-oriented.
3.2.1 Query-Oriented Manifests. First, a manifest can consist of a
set of queries1 . SPARQL is the standard query language for RDF
models [29]. If all of the queries return results when evaluated
against the input model, then the model passes the check and the
manifest is satisfied. These types of manifests are easier to author
and consume because they use the same queries as the application
itself. A fundamental limitation of this query-oriented model is that
query evaluation cannot identify the parts of the graph that do not
satisfy the query predicate. This makes it more difficult to describe
missing or incorrect metadata (a critical feature explored in §5) and
also gives no guarantees that an application deployment is correct.
3.2.2 Shape-Oriented Manifests. A manifest can also consist of a
set of shapes. A shape is a set of conditions expressed in the form of
an RDF graph according to the SHACL standard [1]. The SPARQL
and SHACL languages have similar expressive power; however,
there are two advantages of using the shape-oriented approach
over the query-oriented approach. First, the declarative nature of
SHACL conditions and constraints makes it possible to identify
exactly what is deficient or incorrect about a particular subgraph.
This provides an avenue by which suggestions or improvements
can be provided to the model author. §5 demonstrates how we
capitalize on this feedback to further automate model creation. Second, SHACL-based constraints are more composable than their
equivalent statements in SPARQL. SHACL shapes can be named,
enabling references between shapes, and parameterized, enabling
customized behavior based on further conditions. This composability enables our model authoring approach to reason about collections
of application requirements, rather than dealing with each application individually. Therefore, we focus our discussion of application
requirements on SHACL-based manifests.
3.2.3 SHACL Shapes. While a full description of the SHACL language and its extensions is beyond the scope of this document,
we outline the essential structure and behavior of the language as
it applies to application requirements. SHACL is a language for
validating RDF graphs against a set of constraints and conditions
and for generating new information about RDF graphs with rules.
Constraints, conditions, and rules are grouped into shapes, which
are expressed as RDF graphs.
1 This

is the formulation adopted in the original Brick paper [5]
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Validation M(G)
Graph G

Report

Shape

4.1-vav-cooling-only

rdf:type

bldg:vav1
brick:hasPoint
bldg:sp1

brick:VAV
rdf:type
brick:Zone_Air_
Temp_Setpoint

bldg:vav1

brick:VAV

brick:hasPoint

brick:hasPoint
=1
brick:Zone_Air_
Temp_Sensor

≤1
brick:Zone_Air_
Temp_Setpoint

in the union of those manifests:
Ø
(𝐺) = true, 𝐺 ′ ; |𝐺 ′ | = 0
M

=1
brick:Zone_Air_
Temp_Sensor

bldg:sp1

M(G) = false
Validation failed

Figure 3: SHACL shape for part of a VAV system configuration
being used to validate a Brick model

A shape contains a target: a specification of which nodes in
an RDF graph the shape applies to. Only matching nodes will be
subject to the rules, constraints, and conditions defined by the
shape. The SHACL language allows shapes to require the presence
or absence of relationships between certain kinds of nodes (e.g. “all
air handling units [AHUs] must have a downstream variable air
volume [VAV] terminal”), place bounds on the cardinality of certain
relationships (e.g. “buildings must have at least one electric meter”),
and other structural and semantic constraints. Although not the
focus of this paper, SHACL can also generate new information in an
RDF graph, e.g. classifying all AHUs with both hot and cold ducts
as “dual-duct” AHUs.
Shapes can refer to other shapes, and can leverage the many
common boolean operators such as and, not, or, and xor. This
permits the expressive composition and reuse of shapes; we leverage
this feature to formally define semantic sufficiency below (§3.3).

3.4

Discussion

Semantic sufficiency closes the loop between creating a semantic
metadata model and using that model to support real applications.
This facilitates the adoption of semantic metadata by making the
structure, contents, and uses of that metadata more concrete.
With semantic sufficiency, building stakeholders can place stricter
and more descriptive requirements on the metadata delivered during building design, construction, and operation such as BMS installation or commissioning. It also allows stakeholders to automatically verify that the correct metadata has been delivered. Standardized representations of application metadata requirements also
make it possible to compare vendors for a particular application and
to make more precise cost-based decisions on what applications
to install. For example, the estimated savings through installing
an advanced control sequence can be balanced against the cost of
commissioning the BMS points required to support that control
sequence. Lastly, making application metadata requirements transparent makes it easier to re-use metadata between applications,
ultimately leading to lower commissioning and integration costs.

4

TEMPLATES

3.2.4 Example: ASHRAE Guideline 36 Point List. We briefly illustrate some essential SHACL features by formulating an application manifest for a industry-recognized sequence of operations.
ASHRAE Guideline 36 [17] defines point lists of input/outputs that
must be presented to the controller for the sequence of operations to operate. Figure 3 illustrates a subset of the VAV Terminal
Unit - Cooling-Only configuration from Guideline 36 with a shape
named 4.1-vav-cooling-only. The shape constrains the type of
the equipment and the BMS points associated with that equipment.

Manifests express the semantic metadata requirements of applications, but they do not directly inform the creation of semantic
metadata models. To this end, we introduce templates, which abstract away the piecemeal “triple-by-triple” approach to authoring
RDF models to simplify and accelerate the model development process. At a high level, templates are functions that generate graphs.
The evaluation (or instantiation) of a template produces part of a
building graph in a consistent manner, allowing model authors to
avoid manually creating the graph. Figure 4 contains an example
of a simple template. In this section, we formally define templates
and the operations they support.

3.3

4.1

Model Verification

Using the above formulation of application requirements as shapeoriented manifests, we now formalize how sets of application requirements can be composed to verify whether a metadata model
satisfies the requirements, i.e. whether it is semantically sufficient.
We refine our earlier definition of a manifest 𝑀 as a set of shapes:
𝑀 = {𝑆 : 𝑆 ∈ S}
where S is the set of all SHACL shapes. This simple definition
gracefully permits the composition of manifests: to specify that a
semantic metadata model should contain the information for two
applications with manifests 𝑀1 and 𝑀2 , we simply create a new
manifest that is the union of the shapes in each manifest:
𝑀unified = 𝑀1 ∪ 𝑀2 = {𝑆 : 𝑆 ∈ 𝑀1 } ∪ {𝑆 : 𝑆 ∈ 𝑀2 }
We can now formally define semantic sufficiency. A model (RDF
graph), 𝐺, is semantically sufficient with respect to a set of manifests
M when it satisfies all of the constraints (SHACL shapes) contained

Preliminaries

A template 𝑇 (𝑃, 𝐺, 𝐷) is characterized by a set of parameters 𝑃, the
body of the template 𝐺, and a set of dependencies 𝐷. The set of all
templates is given by T .
We write the parameters of a particular template 𝑇 as 𝑇𝑃 . Parameters are the inputs to the template and are required unless explicitly
marked as optional. The body is an RDF graph that will be output
by the template, with at least |𝑇𝑃 | labeled “holes” corresponding to
where the template parameters will be substituted in.
Dependencies are inter-template references that enable template
re-use and composition. A dependency 𝑑 (𝑛, 𝐵) ∈ 𝐷 is parameterized by a name 𝑛 and a set of bindings 𝐵. A dependency’s name
𝑑𝑛 ∈ T is a pointer to the template dependency, denoted as 𝑇 𝑛 . A
binding 𝑏 ∈ 𝑇𝑃 is an association 𝑏 dependency → 𝑏 dependent , where
𝑏 dependency ∈ 𝑇𝑃 and 𝑏 dependent ∈ 𝑇𝑃𝑛 . Intuitively, the binding associates parameters in the dependency to parameters in the dependent
(the template owning the dependency). The set of bindings 𝑑𝐵 for
the dependent template must be a subset of the dependent’s parameters: 𝑑𝐵 ⊆ 𝑇𝑃 .
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vav:
body: >
{name} a brick:VAV ;
brick:hasPoint {temp}, {sp}, {flow} .
dependencies:
- name: sup-air-temp
args: {"temp": "name"}
sup-air-temp:
body: >
{name} a brick:Supply_Air_Temperature_Sensor ;
brick:hasUnit unit:DEG_C .

Figure 4: Simple template defining a VAV with some points.
One of the template dependencies is also listed.

4.2

Template Usage

Evaluation is the process by which a template produces an RDF
graph. The evaluation of a template is given by the function
(
𝑇 ′ (𝑇𝑃 − 𝐵, 𝐷 ′ ) if |𝐵| < |𝑇𝑃 |
𝑇 (𝐵) →
𝐺
if |𝐵| = |𝑇𝑃 |
that accepts a set of bindings (𝐵) to 1 or more parameters. A binding
𝑏 (𝑝, 𝑒) ∈ 𝐵 is an association between a parameter 𝑝 ∈ 𝑇𝑃 and an
RDF node or property 𝑒 ∈ I × B × L. I is the set of RDF IRIs, B is
the set of RDF blank nodes, and L is the set of RDF literals.
If all of the template parameters (𝑇𝑃 ) have a corresponding binding, then template evaluation returns an RDF graph 𝐺 (case 2 above).
If there are fewer bindings than parameters (case 1 above), then
evaluation returns a new template 𝑇 ′ that adopts the remaining
parameters and adjusts the template body 𝑇𝐺 to incorporate the
bindings provided during evaluation.
By reducing the problem of creating graphs to passing parameters to functions, it becomes possible to support various input
modalities and formats. One goal of standardizing a template structure is to provide a common basis for future innovation in authoring
metadata models. We describe three existing input modalities supported by our reference implementation:
Direct evaluation: Templates can be evaluated directly by software packages such as the reference implementation described in
§7. This allows the population of a building model to be done in
tandem with other processes, such as scraping a BMS network, applying OCR techniques to building plans (blueprints), or translating
from existing digital building representations.
Spreadsheets and tables: The input parameters for a template
can be treated as the columns of a tabular schema in a spreadsheet
or relational database. A simple software shim can read the table
and evaluate the template over each row of arguments, thereby
producing parts of a building model. Abstracting template inputs
behind a table offers a familiar and more-easily understandable
interface to model authors.
Web forms: Templates may also be automatically transformed
into web forms, permitting interactive creation of semantic metadata models. This interface can be augmented by providing autocomplete on inputs and continual model verification to reduce the
chance of mistakes.
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4.3

Template Bodies

A template body 𝑇𝐺 is a connected RDF graph consisting of one or
more triples, at least one of which contains a parameter called name.
We require template bodies to be connected to ensure that any
composition of templates results in a connected graph. The name
parameter acts as a common join key for composing templates.
Consider the following template body containing four parameters: name, x, y and z:
{name} a brick:VAV ;
brick:hasPoint {x}, {y} ;
3
brick:hasPart {z} .
1
2

The parameters x, y, and z relate to name in specific ways, but the
body itself does not give us any additional information on what
they might be. This can be mitigated in part by giving descriptive
names to the parameters (e.g., sat instead of x). Ultimately, explicit information about these parameters is contained within the
template’s dependencies 𝑇𝐷 , which will relate the name parameter
of each dependency template to a parameter in this dependent
template. Templates can also depend on each other using other
parameters beyond name.
To facilitate authoring and composing complex templates, we develop a deterministic inlining algorithm that produces predictable
parameter names. This allows template authors to specify relationships between recursively included dependencies. A full description
of the algorithm is beyond the scope of this paper.
Templates are nominally written as YAML documents with textserialized RDF graphs as the body (Figure 4), but we are also developing syntactic sugar for common patterns such as point lists.
We now describe how templates contribute to the process of
creating a semantically sufficient metadata model.

5

INCREMENTAL MODEL CREATION

By structuring both the metadata requirements of applications (via
shapes) and common graph patterns (via templates), it becomes
possible to optimize the model creation process by directing the
author’s effort towards adding the metadata that is the most useful
for the most applications. We begin by introducing an intuitive
but naïve approach to creating a semantic model, then introduce
three complementary optimizations that both reduce the manual
effort incurred by the author and increase the utility of intermediate
stages of model creation.

5.1

Naïve Template-Driven Model Creation

We describe basic workflow for creating semantic metadata models
using templates, as illustrated in Figure 5. First, a manifest must be
procured that guides the model creation process. Manifests may
come from anywhere, such as provided by a building owner or
facility manager to the model author, who may work for a system
integrator.
Given the manifest, the model author browses a set of libraries
for relevant templates. The search for templates is driven by both
the semantic requirements of the eventual model as well as the
author’s knowledge of what devices and configurations are actually
available in the target building. Once the author selects a template
they provide a set of bindings to evaluate the template into part of
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Figure 5: Using a library of shapes and templates to create
a metadata model and verify its semantic sufficiency with
respect to a manifest.
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unit-with-occupancy:
body: >
{name} a brick:Terminal_Unit ;
brick:feeds {zone} .
dependencies:
- name: zone-with-occupancy
args: {"zone": "name"}
zone-with-occupancy:
body: >
{name} a brick:HVAC_Zone ;
brick:hasPoint {occ} .
dependencies:
- name: https://brickschema.org/schema/Brick#Occupancy_Sensor
library: https://brickschema.org/schema/1.3/Brick
args: {"occ": "name"}

Figure 6: Two templates for creating a terminal unit with an
occupancy sensor in its related zone.

the building metadata model. The model author may provide all
of the bindings required by the template, but may also leave some
of the template parameters blank if that information is not known
at that time. As an example, this may happen when the author is
modeling the HVAC system, but does not yet know the names of
the BMS points for the comprising devices.
The author merges the metadata model produced by this single
template evaluation into the existing building metadata model. The
author can then verify the semantic sufficiency of the model by
evaluating the manifest on the model. If the manifest is satisfied
(i.e., 𝑀 (𝐺) → true) then the author is done; otherwise, the author
must return to the template library to patch the model with missing
information. The author can also add semantic metadata to the
model directly without going through template evaluation. The
author repeats this iterative process until the metadata model is
semantically sufficient with respect to the manifest.

5.2

Subgraph Monomorphism Search

We first consider the problem of how to avoid redundant inputs
during template evaluation. When a model author selects a template
to instantiate in a semantic model, there is a possibility that some
of the metadata produced by the template already exists within
the model. The model author must either query the existing model

for existing metadata that can be provided to the template, remember past inputs provided to previously instantiated templates, or
otherwise risk the inclusion of duplicate metadata.
Consider a model author attempting to instantiate the template
in Figure 6 and add the resulting graph to the Brick model in Figure 1.
To reduce the configuration burden on the model author, we wish
to determine how much of the unit-with-occupancy template
already exists within the model and remove the corresponding redundant inputs from the template. This problem reduces to finding
subgraph monomorphisms of the building metadata model.
5.2.1 Preliminaries. To define subgraph monomorphisms, we reframe our semantic metadata models as directed, labeled graphs
𝐺 (𝑉 , 𝐸, 𝐿) where 𝑉 is the set of vertices (subjects and objects in
RDF), 𝐸 is the set of edges (predicates in RDF) and 𝐿 is the set of
labels on those components. A graph 𝐺 ′ (𝐸 ′, 𝑉 ′, 𝐿 ′ ) is a subgraph of
𝐺 (𝐸, 𝑉 , 𝐿) if 𝐸 ′ ⊆ 𝐸, 𝑉 ′ ⊆ 𝑉 and 𝐿 ′ ⊆ 𝐿. A node-induced subgraph
𝐺 ′ of 𝐺 has 𝑁 ′ ⊆ 𝑁 and 𝐸 ′ is the subset of edges in 𝐸 that relate
nodes in 𝑁 ′ . A subgraph monomorphism 𝐺 ′ of 𝐺 has 𝑁 ′ ⊆ 𝑁 and
𝐸 ′ is a subset of edges in 𝐸 that relate nodes in 𝑁 ′ .
We can now formally define the problem. Given a building graph
𝐺 and a template 𝑇 , our goal is to find the largest subgraphs of 𝐺
that are monomorphic to subgraphs of 𝑇 (specifically, 𝑇𝐵 ). These
subgraphs correspond to the parts of 𝑇 that already exist in the
building metadata graph and do not need to be re-evaluated by the
author. In our example above, the largest subgraph would be:
1
2
3
4
5

@prefix brick: <https://brickschema.org/schema/Brick#> .
@prefix ex: <urn:bldg#> .
ex:vav1 a
brick:VAV ;
brick:feeds ex:zone1 .
ex:zone1
a
brick:HVAC_Zone .

We also define the notion of semantic compatibility for comparing
nodes and edges in a graph. Two nodes are semantically compatible:
(1) If both nodes are owl:Class, then the nodes are semantically
compatible if one is a rdfs:subClassOf the other
(2) If both nodes are instances, then the nodes are semantically
compatible if their types are covariant
(3) If the nodes refer to the same entity (same IRI or value), then
they are semantically compatible
(4) Otherwise, the nodes are not semantically compatible
We use the notation SC(𝑛𝑖 , 𝑛 𝑗 ), 𝑛𝑖 , 𝑛 𝑗 ∈ 𝑉 to indicate that two nodes
are semantically compatible, and SC(𝑛𝑖 , 𝑛 𝑗 ), 𝑛𝑖 , 𝑛 𝑗 ∈ 𝑉 to indicate
that they are not. This definition generalizes easily for edges as
well as vertices by replacing the first condition with:
(1) If both edges are rdf:Property, then the edges are semantically compatible if one is a rdfs:subPropertyOf the other
and eliminating the second condition. Finally, if the first condition
is true for a pair of nodes or edges, then 𝑛𝑖 < 𝑛 𝑗 if one is a subclass
(or subproperty) of the other.
5.2.2 Search Algorithm. We can motivate the intuition of the algorithm as follows. Consider first the set of subgraphs of 𝐺 that are
monomorphic to 𝑇 (not subgraphs of 𝑇 ). Each of these subgraphs
necessarily corresponds to a fully evaluated template; that is, each
node (parameter) in the template graph has a corresponding value
in the subgraph of 𝐺. This is helpful for telling the user what is in
the building graph that already matches the template.
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Figure 7: The optimized workflow for incremental model creation
Template Parameter Building Graph Node
{unit}
ex:vav1
{zone}
ex:zone1
{occ}
N/A
Table 1: A monomorphism mapping between the templates
in Figure 6 and the model in Figure 1

It may be the case that there are parts of the building graph that
match part of a template, but still need some input to be complete.
To find those, we search for subgraphs of 𝐺 that are monomorphic to each subgraph of 𝑇 . If we find such a monomorphism, we
can then look at what nodes of 𝑇 are in the template, but not the
monomorphism. These “unbound” nodes correspond to the template parameters that need additional input. Table 1 contains the
monomorphism mapping for our running example; note that the
occ parameter does not have a corresponding mapping and thus
requires input from the model author.
We adopt the VF2 algorithm [11] for finding subgraph monomorphisms, but wrap the execution of the algorithm in an additional
loop through all possible subgraphs of 𝑇 . Because the base VF2
algorithm only incorporates syntactic constraints that look at the
structure of the graph around a node, we additionally incorporate
optional semantic requirements for determining if two nodes are
semantically compatible. If two nodes are semantically compatible,
then they can be mapped to one another as part of a valid monomorphism. We use semantic compatibility checks to compare nodes
and edges in the model 𝐺 and the template body 𝑇𝐵 :
SC(𝑛𝑖 , 𝑛 𝑗 ), 𝑛𝑖 ∈ 𝐺, 𝑛 𝑗 ∈ 𝑇𝐵
We use the subgraph monomorphism process to provide the
model author with a flavor of “autocomplete” when instantiating
templates to include in a metadata model. This reduces the number
of redundant inputs (there is no need to recreate a terminal unit
in the model when one with the correct name already exists) and
eliminates the need to manually search through a model for work
has already been done.

5.3

Greedy Incremental Template Evaluation

The model authoring processes described above assume that authors evaluate templates in their entirety, without taking into account the priority or utility of those templates. This may require
authors to expend valuable effort inputting metadata that is only

required for a small number of applications, instead of metadata
that is used by a broader set of applications.
Here we introduce our second model creation optimization,
which adopts a greedy approach. Given a set of templates that
an author wishes to instantiate within a metadata model, our optimization produces a sequence of metadata inputs that prioritizes
commonly-used metadata and postpones unique metadata that
only enables a handful of applications. Because template bodies are
graphs, this sequence takes the form as a list of RDF triples.
To generate this sequence, we first construct a histogram of
triples across all of the template bodies. Each bucket of the histogram contains triples that are semantically compatible. Two
triples 𝑡𝑎 = <𝑠𝑎 , 𝑝𝑎 , 𝑜𝑎 > and 𝑡𝑏 = <𝑠𝑏 , 𝑝𝑏 , 𝑜𝑏 > are semantically compatible if their pairwise components are semantically
compatible, that is:
SC(𝑡𝑎 , 𝑡𝑏 ) iff SC(𝑠𝑎 , 𝑠𝑏 ) ∧ SC(𝑝𝑎 , 𝑝𝑏 ) ∧ SC(𝑜𝑎 , 𝑜𝑏 )
Intuitively, this means that two triples appear in the same bucket
if they could be substituted into each other’s templates without
loss of correctness. The sequence of triples presented to the model
author is the most “specific” triple in each of the histogram buckets,
in decreasing order of bucket size. The most specific triple is the
minimum triple by the < operator defined in §5.2.1. This algorithm
ensures that a model author does not need to evaluate all of the suggested templates in order to have a useful model. Certain prefixes
of the produced sequence will contain enough metadata to support certain applications. This algorithm also eliminates redundant
inputs between templates.

5.4

Incorporating Validation Feedback

Our last optimization closes the iterative loop in Figure 5 by inferring from the semantic sufficiency check a set of templates whose
evaluation fixes the metadata model.
The semantic sufficiency check corresponds to the SHACL validation process [1]. Validation produces a report: an RDF graph that
contains a set of validation results. A result describes a condition
or constraint that was violated in the input graph and identifies
where in the graph that violation occurred (the target of the result).
Our approach groups the validation results by their target, and
then transforms the set of constraint violation descriptions into the
minimal template whose instantiation would reconcile the failed
constraint. This is possible because the SHACL standard defines
a common language for describing the violations; these can be
“inverted” into an RDF graph that becomes the generated template’s
body. The generated template incorporates the result target in its
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definition so it is clear which part of the building model is being
edited. The body of the template contains parameterized triples
that reconcile all constraint violations for the corresponding target.

5.5

Optimized Incremental Model Creation

We now assemble the three optimizations above into an incremental
model creation workflow. The templates inferred from the semantic
sufficiency validation can be subject to the two optimizations above.
Figure 7 illustrates the application of the three optimizations above
to the base model creation process described in Figure 5.
First, the semantic sufficiency check produces a validation report.
Interpreting the validation report (§5.4) produces a set of reconciling templates. The subgraph monomorphism search method (§5.2)
transforms any author-provided templates into partially-evaluated
templates that account for existing metadata that is already in the
model. These two batches of templates can then be transformed
into a sequence of inputs (§5.3) that prioritizes the utility of intermediate stages of model development. The workflow and the above
optimizations are generic to any RDF-based ontology.

6

EVALUATION

To evaluate the utility and efficacy of our proposed approach to
semantic model creation, we first analyze a public dataset of semantic metadata models to verify that there is effort that can be saved.
Then, we present a case study constructing a metadata model to
support the deployment of advanced sequences of operation in a
standard reference building.

6.1

Figure 8: The frequency of motifs with at least 4 triples across
the Mortar dataset. There are 564 motifs of size 3.

Measuring Redundant Graph Structures

The utility of the template-based approach to authoring metadata
models hinges on the amount of redundant structure within graphs
that can be automated away with templates. Here, we demonstrate
the potential utility of our approach by measuring the frequency
of redundant structures in a public dataset of 46 Brick models from
the Mortar testbed [16].
To simplify this task, we consider a common motif in building
metadata models: an entity and its immediate properties and relationships. Examples of this motif include: a thermostat, its location
and its related points; a room, its area, volume, and associated floor
and HVAC zone. We call this pattern an entity’s “neighborhood”.
For each graph, we determine the set of entities by querying the
graph for all instances of Brick classes. We calculate the neighborhood for each entity by first retrieving the diameter-2 subgraph
rooted at the entity (i.e., all of the triples for which the entity is
the subject). We then rewrite this graph by aggregating nodes by
their types in order to produce a “class graph” of the entity’s neighborhood. We use the graph isomorphism algorithm described in
[26] to determine if two class graphs are equivalent. We apply this
process to all of the graphs in the Mortar dataset to compute the
histogram of isomorphic class graph frequency within each graph.
Figure 8 illustrates the distribution of distinct motifs of a given
size across the Mortar dataset. This figure does not include motifs
with fewer than 4 triples to focus on the potential of motifs to
generate larger portions of a metadata model. We can draw two
conclusions from the distribution. First, there are a large number
of distinct motifs that could be represented as templates. Second,

Figure 9: Cumulative proportion of each model that can be
represented as neighborhood motifs of at most a given size

21% of the distinct “neighborhood” motifs are at least 4 triples. This
suggests that such nontrivial motifs could dramatically simplify
creating models of complex entities.
Figure 9 shows the cumulative proportion of each model in the
Mortar dataset that can be represented by motifs of at most a given
size. The results demonstrate that at most 80% of Mortar Brick
models can be represented as neighborhood motifs (considering
more kinds of motifs will raise this number). The figure also shows
that there is no easy determination of how much of a model can be
made composed of motifs of a given size. For some models, small
motifs (4 or fewer triples) will make up more than 40% of the graph;
other models require a broader range of motifs. Metadata models
have many different kinds of redundancy that are not always easily
characterized. This motivates the need for an approach such as ours
that can take advantage of structural and semantic redundancy in
a model to reduce the authoring effort.

6.2

Removing Redundant Inputs

Having demonstrated the potential utility of our approach, we not
evaluate the ability of the proposed approach to reduce redundant
inputs during model creation. We consider manual, from-scratch
model creation as our baseline; despite the need for model authoring
tools, metadata models are still created manually in current practice.
An input is a piece of information input by the model author.
This may be the name of an equipment or device, the engineering
units for a point, the relationship between a terminal unit and a
zone, or any other node or edge in a metadata model. Specifically,
the author-provided inputs for a model consist of: (a) the names of
entities in the model (each triple containing an entity counts as a
different input), and (b) the edges that connect to or from an entity.
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@prefix brick: <https://brickschema.org/schema/Brick#> .
@prefix owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> .
@prefix constraint: <anonymized-for-review> .
@prefix sh: <http://www.w3.org/ns/shacl#> .
@prefix g36: <https://data.ashrae.org/nonexistent/guideline36> .
@prefix : <urn:medium-office-brick-constraints/> .
# metadata referencing external libraries and concepts
: a owl:Ontology ;
owl:imports <https://brickschema.org/schema/1.3/Brick> ;
owl:imports <https://data.ashrae.org/nonexistent/guideline36> .
:ahu-count a sh:NodeShape ;
sh:message "The model must contain exactly 3 AHUs" ;
sh:targetNode : ; # indicates a reference to the current model
constraint:exactCount 3 ; constraint:class brick:AHU . # custom constraint
:ahu-feeds-rvavs a sh:NodeShape ;
sh:message "AHUs feed 5 VAVs; all VAVs must support G36 SOO 4.1" ;
sh:targetClass brick:AHU ;
sh:property [
sh:path brick:feeds ; sh:class g36:vav-with-reheat ;
sh:minCount 5 ; sh:maxCount 5 ] .

Figure 10: A simple manifest for creating a Brick model of
the DOE Medium Commercial Office reference building.

To evaluate the ability of our proposed system to reduce author
inputs and maximize the utility of the resulting metadata model, we
consider a case study of creating a Brick model for the Department
of Energy’s Medium Office Commercial Reference Building [12].
The reference building contains three multi-zone AHUs, each of
which feeds a number of VAV terminals with reheat (VAVRs). shFor
the evaluation, we construct a manifest specifying that all VAVRs
must support the relevant Guideline 36 (G36) sequence of operations [17] (Figure 10). The manifest contains two shapes; one for the
two constraints above. The shapes are simple because they import
pre-defined shapes from an external library. For clarity, we also
require the model to have five VAVRs per AHU (this is not specified
in the reference building definition).
We compare the number of required author inputs across five
modeling scenarios. In these description, the existing model is a
Brick model containing the declarations of AHUs and RVAVs, but
none of their properties, points or relationships.
(1) naïve, manual model creation, from scratch
(2) naïve, manual model creation, from existing model
(3) using a provided G36 template for VAVRs, no existing model
(4) using a provided G36 template for VAVRs, from existing
model
(5) using templates inferred from the existing model
The results of this investigation are in Table 2. The baseline of 303
author inputs (row 1) incorporates names of AHUs, VAVRs, their
points, and knowledge of which AHUs are connected to which
VAVRs. If the model author chooses to create the model from the
Guideline 36 template provided as part of our reference implementation, they only need to provide 158 inputs. These inputs are also
scaffolds: they tell the author exactly what needs to be provided.
The final two rows have the same number of inputs but correspond to very different model development experiences. In the first
(row 4), the author manually chooses the template to be instantiated in the model and uses the monomorphism search (§5.2) to
pre-populate those templates with existing information. In the last
row (row 5), the author uses the validation report to automatically
determine the missing semantic information with respect to the
manifest (Figure 10) and infer a set of templates (§5.4). This does not
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Modeling Approach
# Inputs % Red.
Manual creation, from scratch
303
0%
Manual creation, from existing model
285
6%
Existing templates, from scratch
158
52%
Existing templates, from existing model
140
54%
Inferred templates, from existing model
140
54%
Table 2: The number of author-provided inputs required to
create the medium office reference building model using
each of the proposed techniques and optimizations. The last
column records the % reduction in the number of inputs
compared to manual model creation.

require any familiarity with the available templates, but prompts
the author for the same information.
From these results we can conclude that the proposed techniques
reduce the number of required author inputs and make effective
use of existing information in the model and manifest.

7

IMPLEMENTATION

We have constructed reference implementations of templates (§4),
shapes (§3) and the model creation workflow (§5) to encourage
community involvement and to promote further innovation. The
implementation is open source, permissively licensed, and is available online: https://github.com/NREL/BuildingMOTIF. The reference implementation takes the form of a software development
kit (SDK) designed to be integrated into other user-facing pieces
of software. The SDK provides APIs for storing, managing, and
verifying collections of templates, shapes, and metadata models; it
also implements the iterative model creation workflow (§5).
The SDK is agnostic to the source of metadata. We envision
the SDK complementing existing metadata ingestion tools that
infer metadata from BMS point labels [10, 20] or translate from
existing digital representations such as BIM, energy audits, or other
semantic metadata models [15].
The ability to create, share, and exchange templates and shapes
is critical to creating an ecosystem that encourages and rewards
investment from the broader community. To encourage distribution
and reuse, we group templates and shapes together into libraries.
Libraries have globally unique names (such as a DOI or URI) to
facilitate organization and to enable cross-library references.
Cross-library references allow templates or shapes in one library
to refer to templates or shapes in another library as dependencies.
This allows library authors to incorporate existing templates and
avoid redefining (potentially complex) base concepts, thus encouraging the reuse of such specifications. External template references
can be done by including a library key in a template’s dependencies (Figure 4). External shape references can be done by referring
to the URI of the dependency shape.
We have implemented some libraries to prove out their utility and
expressiveness. Our reference implementation includes a library
containing system configurations and equipment types defined in
ASHRAE Guideline 36. The library includes templates and shapes
for variable air volume boxes in both cooling-only and reheat configurations and several different air handler unit configurations.
Each of these templates corresponds directly to fault detection
algorithms also defined in Guideline 36.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper we have introduced semantic sufficiency, a new approach to creating semantic metadata models that uses formal
descriptions of application requirements to inform an incremental
model creation workflow that directs author effort towards useful
metadata models. We also introduce and formalize templates, which
automate the construction of common patterns within metadata
models. These contributions lower the barrier to adoption of semantic metadata models, ultimately helping to enable the widespread
deployment of intelligent building applications.
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